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one else from the Beatles, to Chaka Khan, to Whodini.

Vocalist Ledisi receives some much deserved recognition.

LEDISI - Lost and Found: From the
Fillmore to the Grammys
by Darlene Coleman
Trying to describe Ledisi (Lĕd-uh-see) is almost impossible; whether listening to her or actually having the opportunity to see her, it is difficult to verbalize what you
have witnessed. It is practically necessary to see or hear
her live to fully understand what she brings to each of
her performances. One could use words like “electric” or
“captivating”; others have been described as such before
and while it may very well have been true in some cases,
with Ledisi, words such as those do not seem adequate.
She has a unique gift. There are plenty of singers to be
heard – really good ones. But there is only one Ledisi.
She is a New Orleans native but has spent much of her
life in the Bay Area. Her mother is a vocalist and a big
part of the inspiration behind Ledisi’s decision to pursue
a career in music. When she was a child, her mother and
step-dad formed a band together; there was always music in the house. They would sometimes record at their
home. Ledisi would lie on her bed (her bedroom served
as a vocal booth) and listen to her mother record her parts.
The first time Ledisi heard a playback, she decided that’s
what she wanted to do. She often attended some of their
gigs when they couldn’t find a baby sitter. She says her
mother’s ability to captivate the audience was incredible.
Ledisi’s other musical influences are varied and include
the entire environment of New Orleans – its food, music, and culture – as well as the music of some of every-
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In the late 90’s, she and her partner in music, Sundra Manning, released Feeling Orange But Sometimes Blue and Soul
Singer on their own label. They wrote most of the material. Ledisi’s performances again defy definition. She is so
at ease with what she is doing, and so musically and melodically vibrant that one would logically think that major
record labels would be hopping up and down to pin her
to a contract. You would think that radio stations were
enthusiastically playing her CDs. This was not the case.
Ledisi performed in the Bay Area for years singing and
working like a dervish, taking on the task of promoting
her self-released CDs on her own. She worked hard. She
was a regular at clubs in SF such as Rassela’s, the Red Devil
Lounge, and Café du Nord. While much of the rest of the
world was still trying to figure out how to use the internet
as a promotional tool, Ledisi was already using it to give
these two critically acclaimed CDs greater visibility, and to
create her own opportunities. However, even though her
CDs were critically acclaimed and she was rapidly becoming a huge underground hit, she still received no bites from
the big labels. She pushed on and gradually, despite not
having their support, she would none the less come into
great favor with those who know and understand music. It
has been reported that Quincy Jones adopted her as a goddaughter; Chaka has deemed her the one to watch. Her first
national recognition most likely came when she was chosen to record a track for a tribute CD to Luther Vandross.
Her 2004 version of My Sensitivity (Gets in the Way) received
much airplay as well as critical acclaim. Okay, maybe now
the suits at the labels would pay attention. Not quite.
But that did not stop her. She continued on none the less.
Her hard work paid off. Finally someone from Verve
saw the light. Last year she released Lost and Found for
the label. But this time, the first single has received loads
of airplay; the CD has also rightfully garnered her more
critical acclaim -- as well as two well deserved Grammy
nominations. The powers that be at Verve have wisely allowed her creative freedom, which she says is a big
part of the reason she signed with them. Take note: It
would be impossible to “box her in” in any way; with the
kind of raw talent she has, it’s just not going to happen.
HarlemWest had the opportunity to talk with
Ledisi about her career, her inspiration, and
what it feels like to finally “get your due”.
Cont’d on page 4

Cool Happenings!

Herb Gibson, pianist Glen Pearson, Roger Glenn, bassist David Daniel, drummer Babatunde Lea, and Yancy Taylor (photo by James Knox)

Every first Sunday a group of talented musicians, vocalists, artists, and
organizers work diligently together to
present an afternoon of jazz. They
work to ensure that the face of this
musical art form continues to be
represented by those who lived and
breathed it long before it became the
cultural institution that it is today.
The Black Musicians’ Forum (BMF)
is the parent organization for the San
Francisco Bay Area African-American Musicians Associates, known as
SFBAAAM.
BMF was formed in 2007 in response
to what some interpreted to be exclusionary practices among those who
present many of the jazz festivals and
other opportunities for work in the
Bay Area (and elsewhere); BMF’s goal
is to provide work opportunities for
Black Bay Area musicians and vocalists as well as the opportunity for increased visibility for those who might
not otherwise have it. It also seeks
to provide connectivity and networking opportunities not only for the artists, but for other professionals within
the music industry as well, so as to be
able to direct artists to the services of
those professionals when needed. It is
SFBAAAM that delivers a thought-

fully themed program each month,
showcasing the extraordinary talents
of members of BMF and others -some well-known in music circles,
others not so well-known.
On March 2 jazz lovers were treated
to the presentation Beware the Vibes of
March – A Vibraphone Summit featuring the talents of local vibraphonists
Herb Gibson, Yancy Taylor, and Roger Glenn. Last year Herb Gibson released the well received CD Let’s Play.
Mr. Gibson’s playing offers some of
the best of the bop era sound. He has
played with Cedar Walton and studied
with Milt Jackson, serving as his west
coast road manager for many years.
Yancy Taylor is an Oakland mainstay,
having played the Fifth Amendment
every Sunday for seventeen years
before its closing. He has played to
international audiences as well, delivering some of the best vibe work to
be heard. Roger Glenn is an accomplished vibes player and trombonist who has played with the likes of
Cal Tjader, Herbie Mann, and Dizzy
Gillespie. His father, Tyree Glenn,
also a vibraphonist and trombonist,
worked with Duke Ellington, Cab
Calloway, and was music director for
Louis Armstrong; he also record-
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ed with Lionel Hampton (possibly
the most famous vibes player ever)
among others. With a line up of talent such as theirs, the standing room
only crowd was treated to some masterful vibraphone work.
For April’s presentation, SFBAAAM
will salute the Lady herself, Billie
Holiday, in recognition of her birthday. Featured will be vocalist and
pianist Janice Maxie-Reid and vocalist
Andrea Brembry. The presentation
will take place April 6, at the Oakland
Public Conservatory of Music, 1616
Franklin Street, from 4 to 7 pm. For
more information call 510-870-8712.
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Feature Story: Ledisi - From the Fillmore to the Grammys ( Cont’d from page 2)
HW: How did you develop your sound and your unique
style of singing?
L: By listening to the people (who came) before me and
the people around me. I also listened to instrumentalists
like Monk, Miles, and Bird. I listened to singers but I don’t
think you can really develop your sound without listening
to instrumentalists more. We (vocalists) start out mimicking what we hear. If you keep listening to singers you
will always be compared to them...so it’s better to listen
to instrumentalists as well. A teacher told me to listen
to instrumentalists. I had been told that I sounded great
but too much like Sarah Vaughn. So I started listening to
everything, took what I liked from all of it, and then developed my own sound from all of that.
HW: You’ve been a critically acclaimed underground recording artist and performer for a while. Finally you are
getting some much deserved mainstream attention. Yet it
appears that while you haven’t changed, others around you
seem to have done so. Why do you think that may be?
L: I think that’s just what happens when you become
more (visible). I can’t explain why they’ve changed. I’ve
changed some by becoming more grounded. If this had
happened sooner I don’t think that I would have been prepared for it. I can’t say I’m calm because I’m so excited;
there’s too much stuff going on. But I have changed so
that I am now more patient regarding all of the changes
around me; things are going really fast now.
HW: You were nominated in both the Best New Artist
and Best R&B Album categories for this year’s Grammy
Awards. Both categories’ other nominees included women for whom you’ve expressed admiration, including the
legendary Chaka Khan. You’ve described her as a role
model and mentor. How did it feel to be nominated alongside her?
L: It was incredible to be nominated for anything, to
be acknowledged. And then to be acknowledged in the
same category (as Chaka, who ultimately took home the
Grammy in the Best R&B Album category)...I felt like it
was really a cool thing. That category included Jill Scott
and Musiq Soulchild as well. But Chaka Khan, who’s been
doing it forever, had come back with a stellar (recording).
And here I am next to her...that was just powerful. Just
meeting her was enough for me. In 2004 she called and
asked me to tour with her, open with my band, and hang
out. That was enough! But then -- I’m performing with
her, we’re becoming friends, she’s calling me, we’re hanging out. It was like being knighted by the queen! And then

-- I’m nominated with her? It was just too much!
HW: Did you find it hard to root for yourself after being nominated with luminaries such as those you’ve just
named?
L: I didn’t get into the hype of it. I didn’t even expect anything, which I think is better (than expecting something).
I expected to be great because I worked my butt off to
get there, but the extra stuff...I was more excited about
finishing the record. I had been so busy with interviews
and getting the image right, and flying coast to coast all
the time -- I didn’t get to enjoy it until I was actually sitting there. All of the people that you’ve been watching on
TV… Beyonce is right there, Jay Z is right there, Ne-yo’s
next to me ...everybody that you look up to…I’m sitting
next to them! I’m here!! Who cares about the award?!! I
was there for all the singers like me who struggle to get
there. I was like “Ya’ll!! I’m in the house!! How ya durin’?”
It was exciting!
HW: Your’s is not the look of many of the cookie cutter
singers we’ve been plagued with. You’ve been told to lose
weight, etc., to get “the look”. How do you maintain your
self-esteem and sense of personal identity while working
in an industry seemingly determined to set up ridiculous
standards of so-called beauty?
L: When you are told over and over again that you’re not
this or you’re not that ... and you’re not good enough …
you start to believe it a little bit; a little bit of insecurity
comes in. Once I accepted the fact that I couldn’t fit in
with everybody else and what was going on (in the industry), and totally accepted my role as me…you know, with
locks, a darker complexion, big eyes, big hips...once I accepted the Black girl from New Orleans, I was straight!
So I don’t have a problem with that. My mom told me
“What’s great about you is you. No one else can be who
you are.” When I was working on the movie Leatherheads,
(starring George Clooney and to be released in April; she
plays a blues singer) I got to look at the dailies. When I
saw myself on film, and on the PBS special I did (a tribute
to Ella Fitzgerald), I started to see my beauty. It took that
coming back at me for me to see it, because (normally) you
can’t see yourself. But when I saw myself and my power
I realized it was okay to be me. Many singers need to do
that and I want to be the example of that. That’s my role
now.
HW: You have the ability to scat like nobody’s business
-- a style that is no longer used much in today’s music. In
2007 you had the opportunity be part of a tribute CD to
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Cont’d on page 5

Theatre
might be different from those who
had come to the Bay Area from other
parts of the world. Through research
and speaking with others, she came to
the conclusion that even though California is labeled a liberal state, and is
considered such to an even higher degree in the Bay Area, Blacks often did
not feel welcome. She decided to create a work that celebrated the way the
community held itself together.

Cross Currents, a collaboration between
Dimensions Dance Theater and Fifth
Stream Music, explores the AfricanAmerican migration from the south
to the Bay Area during the twentieth
century through dance, music, and
spoken word. Commissioned by the
Creative Work Fund, the production
sheds some artistic light on the story of how the Bay Area’s dynamics
changed during this migration. Prior
to World War II the African-American
presence in the Bay Area consisted of
less than 20,000. By 1945, the number had risen to over 60,000.
Dimensions’ artistic director Deborah
Vaughan explains the story of how
the production came to be. She had
recently been examining the migration of Africans not only to America,
but also to other parts of the world.
This eventually inspired her to look
at the history of her own family’s
migration from the south to the Bay
Area. She then became interested in
putting the story of this mass migration to dance. She spoke with other
dancers to hear their stories -- what
brought them here and what it was
like for them and their families. She
wanted to know how their migration

Collaboration with Fifth Stream’s Anthony Brown began with the concept
of the excitement of what going to
California for the first time might
have been like, followed by the disappointment of getting here and realizing you were not always welcome.
Brown wrote music specifically to
help tell this story.
“The historical legacy includes my
personal experience as a San Francisco native of African/Native American
and Japanese ancestry. This project
represents a very personal watershed
in my life.” says Brown.
Cross Currents will be presented at The
Malonga Casquelourd Center for the
Arts, 1428 Alice Street in Oakland on
April 19 at 8 pm and April 20 at 3 pm.
Also to be included in this production are performances by poet Devorah Majors and Stephen Anthony
Jones of ACT. For more information
visit the web site at www. dimensionsdance.org or call 510-465-3363.

Ledisi (cont’d from page 4)
Ella Fitzgerald. Did she influence you
much?
L: Everybody thinks I studied Ella;
I did not. I didn’t get her until way
later. But then I heard her do “Cottontail”. She slayed one of Ellington’s
horn players (while scatting against
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his playing). What I did study about
Ella completely was her tone. No one
sounds like her. Notes just flow out
of her. She’s not even thinking about
it. I can’t master her – ever! I’m sorry. I don’t think I’m even close. But
it’s a good compliment.
HW: You were about to give up on
your career just before you recorded
Lost and Found. What discouraged you
so much?
L: Trying to fit in with what was popular; my songwriting did not match
what was going on at the time. I didn’t
feel inspired at all. I had been going
around in circles, doing the same thing,
and nothing was changing. I was tired.
I was trying to run everything myself
and it wasn’t working out. I decided
to follow God’s lead instead of trying
to take over everything myself. I was
just fine after that!
Ledisi would like to work with more
hip-hop artists in the future -- DJ
Premier, Guru (she likes the jazz influences in their music) and Snoop
Dogg were among those she named.
She has five completed but unreleased
recordings. One she is most excited
about is all hip-hop.
Ledisi has performed in the Fillmore
often for some time now. She recently
headlined at the Fillmore Auditorium
at an event acknowledging the reemergence of the Fillmore Jazz District.
When asked if she was the same as
always after all these new experiences,
she said she had totally changed with
regard to becoming calmer, being
more comfortable in her own skin,
and dressing up. She used to be a cap,
sweats, and jeans person. Other than
that she is the same, she says “… except I will be wearing my pumps!”

Bay Area Cultural Scene

Northern California Cherry
Blossom and Taiko Festivals
The first Cherry Blossom Festival
took place in April of 1967. Many
in San Francisco had observed civil
rights and anti war rallies. For many
Japanese Americans awareness of the
need to acknowledge and share their
cultural heritage emerged. The event
has been held for in San Francisco for
40 years.
This year’s festival takes place April 12
& 13 and April 19 & 20, 2008. Those
in attendance are in for a treat during the grand finale of the festival,
which will take place on April 20. A
parade will begin at San Francisco’s
Civic Center at 1:00 pm, proceeding
up Polk Street to Post Street, and ending in Japan Town. At the finale of
the parade is the presentation of Taru
Mikoshi, which will be hoisted by over
one hundred individuals.
Throughout the two weekends, the
streets of Japan Town become a live
stage which includes Japanese dancing, singing, and martial arts demonstrations. There will also be the

opportunity to sample traditional
Japanese delicacies.
Each year Taiko Dojo drumming
is one of the big hits of the festival. Ryuma Tanaka of San Francisco
Taiko Dojo shared information on
the performance to be presented this
year.
Grandmaster Seiichi Tanank opened
the doors to the experience of Taiko
to all who have shown an interest. As
a result people of various ethnic and
cultural backgrounds have learned the
art and perform it with great devotion.
Watching the performers move, drum,
and express themselves is very exhilarating. When asked about the movement Mr. Tanaka replied “People
come and they see it and get excited!
They want to play. It’s also a good
way to release stress when you hit the
drums. It also has a lot of movement.
It’s a form of (physical) exercise. It is
also a mental exercise; there is a form
of breathing exercise before and after that is taught.” He was also asked
if the movement was orchestrated.
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Tanaka said, “Some pieces. (Some
of) the movement is choreographed;
some of it is very improvised, jazzlike. When you get into solos, you can
create your own performance, your
own solo, but you are also following
a beat.” At the Cherry Blossom Festival, participants will get to see students of all levels perform. This year
there will be a special indoor performance at the Sundance Kabuki8 Theatre, Saturday April 19, 2008 at 7:30
pm. For tickets visit www.sftaiko.
com or call 415.928.2456.

For information
about
HarlemWest
please
contact us at:
415.374.5376

Film and Literature

Clarence B. Jones, author and MLK confidante

George Yoshida, musician and band leader

Whispering Sidewalks

of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Clarence B. Jones, former
attorney and advisor to Dr. King, will discuss and sign his
book, What Would Martin Say? on April 27 from 2 to 4 pm
at the Museum of the African Diaspora (MoAD) located
at 685 Mission Street in San Francisco.

The San Francisco International Asian American Film
Festival presented a historical treasure at the Castro
Theatre in March. Whispering Sidewalks, the 1936 jazz
musical, highlighted the talents of Betty Inada, a Japanese American Nissei jazz singer, and other artists including Saburo Nakagawa, a pioneer of tap dance in
Japan.

Jones has kept purposefully silent for 40 years about the
man he called brother. But now, he has mined his memory, and with help from the King Institute at Stanford
has written a book that will have people talking. Had Dr.
King not been assassinated on that Memphis hotel balcony on April 4, 1968, he would no doubt be outspoken
about many of the problems that bedevil contemporary
America - regardless of race or gender. Clarence B. Jones
presents a well eductated guess at what he would have to
say.

Prior to the screening viewers were treated to a jazz ensemble led by talented trumpeter Stewart Yasaki; a presentation by Mona Nagai, Pacific Film Archive curator;
and George Yoshida, who provided delightful insights
into the life of Betty Inada. Mr. Yoshida is also a jazz
musician who directs a 17-piece ensemble.
The film, written by Nobukazu Inazu, directed by Denmei Suzuki, and produced by Shiro Kaga, provided a
glimpse of the integration of American culture into
the social venues of Japan. Big band orchestras, dance
troupes, and audiences listened while bobbing their
heads just slightly to the rhythmic melodies provided by
the “westernized” jazz artists. Betty Inada hula danced,
sang many favorites. The film presented an expression
of the love for jazz and American dance across cultural
boundaries.

In a distinguished career, Jones served as speechwriter
and counsel to Dr. King, and founded successful financial, corporate and media-related ventures. He coordinated the legal defense of Dr. King and the other leaders of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference
against the libel suits filed against them and The New
York Times by the police commissioner and other city
officials of Birmingham, Alabama, which resulted in the
landmark decision made by the Supreme Court on the
current law of libel.
Jones currently lives in San Francisco and is a Scholar in
Residence at Stanford University’s Martin Luther King,
Jr. Research & Education Institute in Palo Alto.

What Would Martin Say?
In observance of the 40th anniversary of the death
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Spoken Word
for what was then considered acceptable behavior. The
flappers were seen as brash for wearing excessive makeup,
drinking, treating sex in a casual manner, smoking, driving
automobiles, and otherwise flouting conventional social
and sexual norms. Flappers had their origins in a period
of liberalism, social and political turbulence, and increased
transatlantic cultural exchange that followed the end of
World War I, as well as the export of the African-American jazz culture to Europe. In researching the roaring 20’s
one might find that the same elements that have been driving rap and hip-hop, drove the jazz scene and one of the
most famous “flappers” of all time: Josephine Baker.
Original jazz artists were making music, not just playing
it. Rap and hip hop artists are also making music, using
poetry as their instrument and music as their backdrop.
To learn more about the actual art as it is being developed
today HarlemWest interviewed Diego Trinidad, a local Bay
Area artist. He was asked to simply tell us what he did as
an artist.

Diego Trinidad, Bay Area hip hop artist

The Correlation
Between Old
and New
Readers of HarlemWest may be aware of our mission to
build bridges between those who love and are familiar with
the culture of jazz and those who love and are familiar
with the culture of rap and hip-hop. The two groups often experience a generational gap. It is important to understand that each generation brought new social experiences and musical expressions to their community. At one
point in history, jazz was generally considered vulgar when
initially introduced into the mainstream, as was rock and
roll (R&R), and rhythm and blues (R&B). These social
realities speak to the power and force of music as an art
form in our society; each of these genres of music survived and indeed thrived in spite of its initial dismissal by
society at large.
What follows music, of course, is movement and dance.
In addition, music often then affects fashion, and eventually some social behaviors. One can see that this has been
the case for much of the 20th century. In the 20’s the
popularity of flappers changed the way people saw and
groomed themselves, as well as how they behaved. The
definition of “flapper” demonstrates this point well: The
term flapper in the 1920s referred to a “new breed” of
young women who wore short skirts, bobbed their hair,
listened to the new jazz music, and flaunted their disdain
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“I make music. I really haven’t found a name for what I
do. I’m just a musician but a lot of people would say that
it’s hip-hop from the way that I’m wording it. It could be
hip-hop. It’s not rap, because all of my music has a message behind it. I have a lot of different types of songs. I
am spiritually motivated. I get inspiration from God. He’s
the one who gave me this talent and I always respect Jesus Christ. I’ll always respect Jesus Christ; I acknowledge
him. That is the reason I do what I do. I just love doing
what I do. I do have to make money in order to survive,
I know that. It’s a plus if I make money. I put my heart
into everything that I do. Every song that I do, I shed a
tear because I love what I do so much. I know that if I’m
crying I’m doing the right thing. If I’m laughing or joking
around on it I don’t feel like I’m doing the right thing. I
let it touch my soul and touch my heart so that I can put
my whole soul into the song when I’m in the studio. I just
love to do what I do.”
Trinidad, shared his message that it’s okay to have fun,
but do it the right way. He says that what is playing on
the radio can be harmful and that he wouldn’t allow his
children to listen to it. He says although he is a hip-hop
artist, he listens to all kinds of music. His last three album
purchases included Mozart, Beethoven and Celine Dion’s
greatest hits. Trinidad is 23 years old.

Bay Area Artist

Frances Catlett’s “Diva Leaving the Stage”

Frances
Dunham Catlett: 100
Years of Art and
Service
by Darlene Coleman
Frances Dunham Catlett is one of
those people who causes you to think
about the endless adventures and possibilities we all have available to us.
Where others often tell themselves
that they can’t do this or that, she has
never accepted that she could not do
whatever she cared to. She is observing her 100th birthday this year on
July 3. She appears fearless and remains full of anticipation for what the
next day may bring.
HarlemWest sat down with her to talk
about her history on planet Earth.
She is a noted artist and former social

worker. She was born and grew up in
Hartford, Connecticut. Her parents
are natives of Virginia, both born towards the end of the Civil War. Her
mother, Mary Epps, initially moved to
Springfield, MA as a domestic worker.
There she reconnected with Frances’
father, John Taylor, who had also migrated from Virginia to Springfield,
although they did not do so together.
Says Frances, “He showed up one
day and told my mother, ‘Mary, I’ve
come up to marry you.’ She told him
he might as well turn around and go
home because she wasn’t marrying
anyone!” They married none the less
and eventually had eleven children.
Twenty-one years separate Frances
and her eldest sibling, a brother who
was married with children by the time
she was born. She is the youngest. In
spite of having all of those siblings,
she describes her childhood as lonesome because they were older and
they did not have much to talk about
with Frances. When she entered kindergarten, she found that she thoroughly enjoyed interaction with the
other children.
Ms. Catlett has an amazing history
when it comes to her academic and artistic accomplishments. She received
a four year scholarship to the college
of her choice and chose the University of Chicago. There she became a
member of Delta Sigma Theta and is
now its oldest living member. She ultimately received a BA in social work
from Boston University and completed post graduate studies at Howard University. Afterwards, she studied dance, and became a published
poet. She married and gave birth to
two sons. In 1946 she moved to San
Francisco and went on to get a Master’s in Social Work from UC Berkeley in 1947. In 1948 she became the
first African-American social welfare
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worker to be hired by the SF Public
Welfare Department (now known as
the Department of Social Services).
She began to paint when a friend simply extended an invitation to take a
painting class by a revered artist at the
DeYoung Museum. Ms. Catlett and
her social worker friends had a dictate
that they lived by - never say no. It
was always - yes, let’s do it! So they
enrolled in the class. Apparently she
was so good that often when she’d
return to class the instructor had
framed her latest work, proclaiming it
to be what the students should strive
for. She received support from him
to further her art studies.
Since 1950 her artwork has been exhibited numerous times and she has
sold over 60 of her pieces. Her latest exhibit is at the African American
Art and Culture Complex and will run
through May 4 as part of AAACC’s
12th Annual The Art of Living Black
series; the exhibit is aptly entitled
Frances Catlett: Celebrating a Century
of Creativity. AAACC will observe
and celebrate her 100th birthday on
April 16. This event will include a
film screening of Amy Gorman’s
Aging Artfully, in which Ms. Catlett
is featured. Ms. Catlett was also featured in Greg Young’s Still Kicking, a
documentary that examines the aging
process from a positive viewpoint. In
addition to all of this Ms. Catlett is
documenting and tracing her family
history for a book she hopes to soon
publish entitled The Family Story.
Ms. Catlett serves to remind us that as
long as you’re alive, you’re alive; greet
each day with the anticipation of what
you can accomplish by staying positive and staying active.
Happy 100th, Ms. Catlett!

Food

Soul Food

For the
Refined Taste

Her style is a blend of her training in France as well as
her family’s southern heritage as reflected in her Creole
and Caribbean dishes. She believes that the color palate
and the flavor palate are equally important when preparing a dish.
Some of the dishes offered at Brown Sugar Kitchen
include organic cheddar cheese grits, egg sandwiches on
croissants, and chicken and apple sausage for breakfast.
For lunch Brown Sugar Kitchen offers Creole BBQ
Shrimp with rice and seasonal vegetables, gumbo, blackeyed pea salad, and cast iron skillet corn bread. Also offered are a variety of baked goods -- sticky buns, muffins,
cakes, and cookies.
Brown Sugar Kitchen is open Tuesday through Saturday
from 7 am to 3 pm. Gift certificates are available. For
more information call 510.839.7685.

Brown Sugar Kitchen
Brown Sugar Kitchen is the
newest adventure in neo-soul
dining. Located in Oakland
at 2534 Mandela Parkway,
this new eatery offers a new
twist on the traditional diner. The decor borrows from
old school diner environments, but is presented with
modern sophistication. With regard to aesthetics and
atmosphere, both the interior and exterior design boast
contemporary colors. The interior walls are tastefully
decorated with contemporary art. Background music is a
cross-section of today’s popular music from all idioms.
Chef Tanya Holland is the visionary behind Brown Sugar
Kitchen. She has been featured on the Food Network
and has worked as a chef in New York, Boston, and San
Francisco. She offers classes in food preparation and is
also an author, having written New Soul Cooking.
She prefers to cook with seasonal and fresh ingredients,
while applying classic and modern cooking techniques.
She received her culinary training in France, where many
cooks and restaurants prepare foods from their own
gardens. She supports the current trend of healthier eating styles. She uses mostly organic, local, and sustainable
ingredients in her dishes. She does not use refined sugar
(unless for baking); it isn’t even offered as a sweetener.
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April 2008
Welcome

1300 on Fillmore

Our multi-ethnic district provides
a variety of menus that include,
American, Chinese, Ethiopian,
Korean, Japanese and specialty
foods. We have world class chefs
to provide your palates with the
finest cuisine. We are a diverse
community that welcomes everyone!

Center - Enjoy San Fran-

to The Fillmore Jazz Preservation District!
We have a wonderful selection of
cafe’s restaurants, salons, barbershops and shopping venues.

Rassela’s
Jazz Club

Hear some of the best local artists in the Bay Area!
1534 Fillmore St. San Francisco
www.rasselasjazzclub.com

Sheba

Piano Lounge
Enjoy the ambiance with friends,
Tri-Continental Cuisine and
Live Performances
1419 Fillmore St. San Francisco
www.shebalounge.com

AAACC -

African American Art
and Culture Complex
Enjoy the brilliance of visual art
and theatre performances
762 Fulton St. San Francisco

Saturday , Apr 19 - 20
Enjoy the fine cuisine of GourDimensions Dance Theater
met Soul - Chef David Lawrence Presents “Cross Currents”
1300 Fillmore St. San Francisco
The Malonga Casquelourd
Center for the Arts Jazz Heritage
cisco as an originator of jazz. Interactive exhibitions, film screenings and live presentations ensure
that the city’s jazz legacy will be
around for future generations to
enjoy. Fillmore Street- (next to
Yoshi’s)

Yoshi’s

San Francisco
1330 Fillmore St. -San Francisco
Tickets are on sale now at www.
Yoshis.com/sf or by phone at
(415) 655-5600.

Calendar

Sunday, Apr 6 at 8 & 10 pm
Montclair Women’s Band
w/ Vickie Randle
(of the Tonight Show with Jay Leno)

Yoshi’s - San Francisco
Sunday, Apr 6 at 4 pm
SFBAAAM:

Oakland

Sunday , Apr 20

Benefit for Jeffrey Hartgraves
Theatre Rhinoceros San Francisco

Thursday, Apr 24 - 27
at 8 & 10 pm
Mingus Big Band
Yoshi’s - Oakland

Sunday, Apr 27
Clarence B. Jones
(MLK Confidante)

Museum of the African
Diaspora - San Francisco

Wednesday, Apr 30
at 6:30 pm
Michael Eric Dyson

East Bay Church of Religious
Science, - Oakland

We Love the Lady: Billie Holiday
Oakland Public Conservatory
of Music

Saturday, Apr 16

Frances Catlett 100th Birthday
Celebration
AAACC Hall of Culture
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For more information on the
Fillmore Jazz Preservation
District Contact us at:
415.410.5449
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